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Abstract 

Introduction: The prevalence of obesity has risen so rapidly in recent decades that the World 

Health Organisation has declared obesity a global epidemic. Changing physical activity and 

dietary habits are key to understanding obesity aetiology and are therefore are important 

components in any obesity prevention and treatment strategies. However the interrelationship 

that exists between obesity, diet, physical activity, and other determinates of obesity needs to 

be clarified. In 2009, the National Nutrition Surveillance Centre, in partnership with the Health 

Service Executive (HSE), as part of the HSE Framework for Action on Obesity conducted a 

review relating to this area. 

Objective: The aim of this literature review was to explore key findings from national and 

international research relating to obesity, and the interrelationship between obesity, physical 

activity and nutrition and other determinates. 

Design: This literature review draws from data reported from cross sectional studies, 

prospective studies, clinical trials, meta-analysis, Cochrane reviews, and national and 

international report papers. 

Results: Combined diet and regular exercise does appear to be the most effective therapy for 

weight loss and also weight loss maintenance. The synergistic relationship appears to be that 

weight loss through dietary restriction alone results in reduction in energy expenditure, while 

physical activity increases energy expenditure, and the combination of the two leads to 

reduction in body mass, without subsequent reduction in resting energy expenditure. Regular 

physical activity also appears to be critical specifically for the reduction of obesity related and 

other chronic diseases.   Behavioural change is now recognised as an important component of 

any response to obesity and should be incorporated into treatment for weight loss and weight 

maintenance.  

Conclusion: 

More national and international research is required to determine the best strategies for obesity 

prevention and treatment. Widespread promotion of regular physical activity is essential not only 

for weight loss and maintenance, but for many aspects of health. 
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1. Introduction         

Obesity can be defined as a disease in which excess body fat has accumulated to an extent that 

health is adversely affected1. Body mass index (BMI) is a measurement which is widely used to 

estimate the prevalence of overweight and obesity within a population, and it is calculated as 

weight (kg)/height squared (m2). Cut off points of 25Kg/m2 and 30Kg/m2 are recognised 

worldwide as definitions of overweight and obesity, respectively. Studies have shown that BMI is 

significantly correlated with total body fat for the majority of people1. The health concerns with 

obesity arise as it has been found to be a major contributing factor to serious diseases including 

cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes and hypertension2, and the rapid increase in  

prevalence worldwide over the past decades, would also account for the increase in prevalence 

of obesity related diseases. In Europe the prevalence of obesity in most European countries has 

increased by 10-50% in the last ten years, with current data from individual national studies 

suggesting that between 10% and 20% of men and 10% and 25% of women are obese3. An 

increase was also reported in Irish studies, where data from the Lifestyle, Attitudes and Nutrition 

in Ireland4 survey indicated that levels of self-reported overweight in Irish adults had increased 

from 32% overweight in 1998 to 36% in 2007, with levels of self-reported obesity over the same 

period increasing from 11% to 14%. However, based on measured data, higher percentages of 

respondents were found to be overweight and obese with 38% adults overweight and a further 

23% obese5,6. Obesity in childhood is also on the increase in  Ireland2, following the worldwide 

trend7, which is of major concern as long term follow up studies show that obese children tend 

to become obese adults8,9.  

Obesity is a multifactorial disease, and caused in the majority of cases simply by an imbalance 

of energy intake and energy expenditure.  Energy intake is concerned with energy from dietary 

intake, while energy expenditure can be divided into the following components:  

1. Resting metabolic rate (RMR), the largest single component of energy expenditure. RMR 

is synonymous with resting energy expenditure (REE) and approximates the minimum 

energy expenditure necessary for critical body functions.   A major factor that determines 

resting metabolic rate is fat-free body mass (FFM). FFM consists of largely metabolically 

active muscle and organs and also tissues such as bone and connective tissue. 

2. The thermic effect of food, which is the increase in energy expenditure that occurs after 

eating; and  

3. Energy expended in physical activity. This varies due to differences in body mass.  
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The energy expended in physical activity is an important component in controlling energy 

expenditure.  Increases in physical activity lead to increases in energy expenditure, which can 

induce an energy deficit10. In addition physical activity can also affect energy expenditure by 

promoting muscle growth, thereby increasing FFM. As FFM is the main determinant of resting 

energy expenditure, an increase in FFM can lead to a subsequent increase in RMR, which in 

turn can affect energy balance.   

Indeed the increase in the prevalence of obesity, observed worldwide has been linked with 

widespread declines in the level of daily physical activity as well as increased availability of 

energy-dense foods and changing food habits11. Thus it is acknowledged that prevention and 

treatment must rely on modification of diet and activity patterns1.  However it is also understood 

that obesity is ultimately caused by a complex interaction between genetic, behavioural and 

environmental factors12 and recent studies have aimed to investigate the efficacy of current 

treatment strategies and to better understand the exact mechanism and potential synergy 

between diet and physical activity along with other determinants as an effective means for 

prevention and treatment of obesity.  

2. Dietary therapy for the treatment of Obesity 

 Dietary energy restriction  

Energy intake was found to be positively correlated with BMI in Irish men and women in the 

IUNA study13, and the growing research to show the association between consumption of 

energy dense foods and obesity is impressive and convincing2. The basics of dietary therapy for 

obesity are thought to be straightforward. To lose weight, there must be an energy deficit so that 

intake is below expenditure therefore restrictions of calories represent the first line therapy for 

obesity14. This theory is supported by clinical trials investigating energy restriction for weight 

loss. In a recent trial by Heilbronn et al15, they found significant weight loss after energy 

restriction for 12 weeks in a group of obese women. Likewise Wang et al16 investigated the 

effect of calorific restricted diet of 1200 Kcals on body weight and subcutaneous fat. After the 6 

month calorie restriction, weight and BMI were significantly reduced by 11% and total body fat 

was reduced by 13%.  Despite these results supporting the role of calorie restriction as a lone 

treatment for weight reduction short term, longer term follow up studies suggest that most of the 

weight is regained14,17,18. Although behaviour clearly play a role, with long term adherence being 

a real issue, it would appear that weight maintenance by calories restriction may be antagonised 
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by a reduction in total energy expenditure, due firstly to a reduction in RMR, which is mainly as 

a result to a reduction in FFM17,19, and also as eating less causes a reduction in diet related 

thermogenesis20. However it has been suggested that factors associated with dietary 

composition may modify these physiological adaptations to energy restriction17. 

 Altering Diet Composition-High or Low Carbohydrate, Low Fat Diets and High Protein Diets 

Differing thermogenic responses may result following the intake of differing nutrients, which may 

hence affect total energy expenditure during weight loss17. Therefore macronutrient composition 

of the diet and its effect on bodyweight reduction has been explored.   

Low fat Diet, High CHO Diets 

Altering the carbohydrate to fat ratio in the diet has been examined in many studies however the 

results have been conflicting. A large study, The CARMEN (Carbohydrate Ratio Management in 

European National diets) study investigated the impact of complex versus simple CHO in an ad 

libitum fat reduced (by 10% of total energy) regimen. After 6 months, a significant reduction in 

bodyweight and fat mass was observed on both diets while sustaining fat free mass21. A 

reduction in body weight and body fat have also been reported in many other studies following a 

low fat diet short term22,23. Long term low fat diets may also be important for weight loss 

maintenance. This was supported by observations from the National Weight Control Registry 

which is a registry of individuals in the United States of America who have been extremely 

successful at weight loss maintenance, which has shown that many weight maintainers have 

followed a diet, consuming approximately 24% of energy from fat24. The exact reason for this is 

unknown, and there is a paucity of studies reporting on FFM preservation and whether this is 

what is key to the success of limiting fat for weight maintenance.  In addition although results 

from these studies would imply that lowering the fat content of the diet can be an effective 

strategy for weight loss, when fat intake is reduced  it is typically associated with a spontaneous 

reduction in energy intake and this is believed by many to be the mechanism for weight 

reduction14.  

Low CHO Diets 

Low CHO diets have also shown positive effects on short term weight loss. A recent randomised 

controlled trial, subjects assigned to a low CHO, high protein, high fat diet lost a greater body 

weight, than did those assigned to the high CHO, low fat, low calorie diet after 6 months. 

However no significant difference was noted after 1 year25. In another study by Brehm et al26 
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investigating changes in body composition following an ad libitum, low CHO diet or an energy 

restricted, low fat diet, reported the loss of bodyweight and fat mass was greater in the low CHO 

group, with no difference in reported energy intake.  Similar reductions in FFM and RMR were 

recorded for both groups. These results however could not be explained by increased REE or 

physical activity and could not be accounted for by their reported energy intakes, and may have 

been down to underreporting in the low fat diet group.  

High Protein Diets 

The effects of high protein diets have also been investigated, but as with low fat and low CHO 

the evidence remains inconclusive. In a randomised controlled study by Skov et al27, 60 

overweight subjects were assigned to a control diet or an ad libitum low fat diet which was either 

high in protein or high in CHO. After 6 months, a significant loss of bodyweight and body fat was 

achieved on both the low fat diets, which was greater in the high protein group, but there was 

between group differences in the methodology which may have biased results. However other 

studies have also supported the role of high protein diets for lean tissue preservation during 

weight loss28 and more weight loss29 when compared with high CHO dietary interventions.  The 

explanation for these observations remain unclear, although some have suggested it can 

increase satiety and thermogenesis, which may thus have a double impact on energy balance 

by altering energy intake and expenditure30, while others believe sparing of muscle protein 

loss28, and enhanced glycemic control28,31 may also play a role. In contrast in a recent study, 

investigating energy restricted diets, high in protein or monounsaturated fat, no differences with 

respect to body composition were found32.   

At present, evidence is conflicting on the role of macronutrient composition with weight loss, and 

the optimal macronutrient composition has not been confirmed. There is also a scarcity of 

studies which have examined their role for long term weight loss and weight maintenance. More 

studies need to be carried out to clarify the relative merits of altering dietary composition and if 

they ultimately only affect weight loss by altering energy intake alone, which is a popular belief 

at present14,30. 

 

3. Physical activity intervention for the treatment of Obesity: 

As increasing energy expenditure can also promote negative energy balance, an increase in 

physical activity could also promote weight loss. In addition weight loss due to exercise may be 
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associated with retention of lean body mass17. Although the increase in energy expenditure 

during the exercise period help to encourage energy imbalances, additional mechanisms may 

increase resting metabolism, thus further promoting energy imbalances. Given the association 

between lean tissue and RMR, the most apparent impact of exercise training on resting 

metabolism is the ability to initiate skeletal muscle growth33.  Numerous studies have also 

shown that increased sedentary behaviour such as watching television and playing computer 

games are associated with increased prevalence of obesity, while involvement in more 

physically active pursuits provides protection from obesity in children34. In addition recent results 

from a 6 year observation of the Nurses’ Health Study cohort suggested that 30% of new cases 

of obesity could be averted by adapting a relatively active lifestyle35. The effects of physical 

activity alone on body weight have also been examined in randomized controlled trials. Frey-

Hewitt et al36 randomly assigned 121 overweight men to 1 year of energy restriction or 

engagement in walking/jogging when compared with a control group. Although the reduction in 

bodyweight and fat mass in the dieters was greater than in the exercise group, exercise training 

was superior to dieting with respect to the maintenance of fat free mass. This was highlighted in 

a more recent randomized controlled trial, where no difference was reported in weight loss 

between diet or exercise only intervention, but exercise alone was associated with substantial 

reductions in total and abdominal mass, and preservation of skeletal muscle mass37. As the 

preservation of FFM is believed to be an important factor for weight maintenance, physical 

activity is universally promoted as a necessity for weight maintenance38. It has been suggested 

that the outcomes of exercise intervention studies with respect to body compositional alterations 

may to be related to the type of exercise with intensity, frequency and duration of the exercise 

bouts as limiting factors17.  

Intensity, Duration and Frequency 

 A recent Cochrane review which examined randomized controlled trials concluded that 

increasing exercise intensity increased the magnitude of weight loss39. The review did not 

however report data on body compositional changes, nor did it report on long term weight loss 

maintenance. Two studies examining the effects of low and high intensity exercise on 

overweight or obese adults failed to show any significant difference on body weight or body 

composition40,41.  Long-term data from randomized clinical trials examining the effect of different 

durations of exercise on weight loss are lacking, however differing exercise intensities and 

durations were examined by a large randomized controlled trial, which aimed to compare the 

effects of different durations and intensities of exercise on 12-month weight loss and cardio-
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respiratory fitness. Participants were randomly assigned to 1 of 4 exercise groups (vigorous 

intensity/high duration; moderate intensity/high duration; moderate intensity/moderate duration; 

or vigorous intensity/moderate duration.  Results showed that participants randomized to 

vigorous exercise intensity did not have greater weight loss than those randomized to a similar 

dose of exercise performed at a moderate intensity. However, when data were analyzed based 

on the amount of exercise performed, greater levels of exercise were associated with a greater 

magnitude of weight loss following 12 months of treatment30. Based on these results, the 

researchers recommended that interventions should initially target the adoption and 

maintenance of at least 150 min/wk of moderate intensity exercise, and when appropriate, 

eventually progress to exercise levels of 60 min/d, which is consistent with current 

recommendations42,43.  There have also been few studies that have examined the effect of 

frequency on weight loss and body composition. One study investigated the effect of moderate 

intensity exercise on 2 and 5 days a week with total energy expenditure being the same in 30 

overweight women. After 8 weeks, a significant loss of bodyweight and body fat indicated 

beneficial effects regardless of the training frequency44.    

Type of exercise 

Although most research studies have examined the effect of endurance exercise on weight loss, 

the inclusion of resistance exercise has also been found to have a role in weight loss 

programmes.  Resistance training is a potent stimulus to increase fat free mass, muscular 

strength and power and thus may be an important component of a successful weight loss 

programme by helping to preserve FFM, while maximizing fat loss10 and indeed some reports 

suggest weight training in favour of aerobic exercise to preserve or increase FFM45. In one 

study investigating whether a combination of resistance training and walking was more 

beneficial than resistance exercise on its own in 19 moderately obese women, results showed 

after 20 weeks similar increases in FFM in both groups when compared with sedentary control 

group, and an associated elevation in RMR in the strength trained group46. However these 

results are not supported by many larger studies especially in studies with dietary therapy. In a 

long term study Wadden et al47 investigated  changes in body composition, and resting energy 

expenditure (REE) in 128 obese women who were randomly assigned to 1 of 4 treatment 

conditions: diet alone, diet plus aerobic training, diet plus strength training, or diet combined with 

aerobic and strength training (i.e., combined training). All women received the same 48-week 

group behavioural program and were prescribed the same diet. Results showed that resistance 

exercise alone or combined with endurance exercise did not enhance weight loss compared 
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with endurance exercise alone. These results are also supported by other studies which have 

shown little or no benefit in terms of absolute weight loss by the addition of resistance 

exercise48-50. Therefore although resistance exercise may improve muscular strength in 

overweight adults, there is a scarcity of scientific evidence to suggest that resistance training is 

superior to endurance exercise for weight loss. However the ability to improve muscle strength 

and endurance may have an important impact on functional tasks, which may help facilitate the 

adoption of a more active lifestyle in sedentary overweight and obese individuals10. 

Despite the importance of exercise, there is little evidence to suggest that exercise alone 

produces magnitudes of weight loss similar to what can be achieved by dietary modification, or 

as a combined therapy. 

4. Combined diet and physical activity intervention: 

Inducing negative energy balance is the most important aim of weight loss programmes. 

Physical activity in conjunction with dietary energy restriction has long been promoted as an 

important component of successful weight loss regimens17, and there is compelling evidence 

from epidemiologic investigations and clinical trials supporting their use51-53. The potential 

synergy between the two has been discussed, and is believed that if weight loss through dietary 

restriction results in reduction in energy expenditure, while physical activity increases energy 

expenditure, the combination of the two could potentially lead to reduction in body mass, without 

subsequent reduction in resting energy expenditure thus improving the ability to achieve long 

term weight loss. Some clinical studies however have failed to show a benefit of the combined 

approach. Janssen et al54 investigated the effects of 3 treatment methods; diet alone, diet with 

aerobic exercise, or diet with resistance exercise over a 16 week period in a group of 38 obese 

women. They found significant reductions in body weight, and in total and abdominal fat in each 

group, however the changes in body fat or weight loss were not different across any of the 

treatment groups.  In a further study investigating whether diet alone or with exercise produced 

identical reductions in weight, fat mass and abdominal fat mass in a group of 48 overweight 

adult55. It must be noted that both these studies had small sample sizes and were of relatively 

short duration which may have affected the failure to show significance.    In contrast in a recent 

Cochrane review and two meta-analyses of randomised controlled trials, the combined benefits 

of diet and exercise have been highlighted. A Cochrane review39 which reviewed randomized 

controlled trials that examined body weight change using one or more physical activity 

intervention in adults with overweight or obesity at baseline. When compared with no treatment, 
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exercise resulted in small weight losses across studies. Exercise combined with diet resulted in 

a greater weight reduction than diet alone.  The results of this review therefore support the use 

of exercise as a weight loss intervention, particularly when combined with dietary change. 

These results were also supported by two further recent meta analysis reviewing the effect of 

diet-plus-exercise interventions vs. diet-only interventions on long term weight loss20,56. In the 

meta analysis by  Curioni & Lourenço56 which  investigated weight loss trials with an inclusion 

criteria of 1 year follow up of intervention, they found that diet associated with exercise 

produced a 20% greater initial weight loss than diet alone. The combined intervention also 

resulted in a 20% greater sustained weight loss after 1 y than diet alone. In both groups, 

however almost half of the initial weight loss was regained after 1 year. The effect of combined 

therapy was further studied in a meta analysis20 which reviewed randomized controlled trials 

with a duration minimum of 6 months among obese or overweight adults. Results from this meta 

analysis showed that weight loss was greater for the diet-plus-exercise group than the diet-only 

group in reviewed studies, with differences significantly greater with interventions with a duration 

of longer that 1 year than for interventions of shorter duration. Even in studies lasting 2 years or 

longer, diet-plus-exercise interventions provided significantly greater weight loss than diet-only 

interventions. However, similar to the meta analysis by Curioni & Lourenço56, both diet-only and 

diet-plus-exercise programmes were associated with partial weight regain20. It was reported 

however that intervention time was significantly associated with greater weight loss when 

exercise was added to the intervention programme, suggesting that prolonged active 

intervention may be very important for maximizing benefits in combined therapy intervention 

trials20. The beneficial role of diet and exercise in weight maintenance is also acknowledged in a 

report on the American national weight control registry which gives us valuable insight into the 

type of intervention used by successful weight maintainers. This report states that 89% of 

weight loss maintainers reported modifying both diet and exercise to achieve their successful 

weight loss.  Although approaches to weight loss differed widely among the subjects, similarities 

were found in subjects used for successful weight maintenance, which included eating diets low 

in fat, and high in carbohydrates, and engaging in moderate intensity physical activity of about 

60 minutes per day24.  Thus combined diet and regular exercise can be an effective weight loss 

therapy for short term weight loss and also weight loss maintenance. The regain of weight noted 

in randomized trials may be as a result of poor compliance, which is often an issue in long term 

intervention studies, and indeed it has been reported that the degree of adherence to weight 

loss intervention is a strong predictor of weight loss57, 58.  
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6. Attitudes and Behaviour towards diet, physical activity and obesity. 

Research in social psychology tells us a great deal about how people make their decisions. 

What motivates and determines health-related behaviour is complex including past habits, 

beliefs, moral climate and translating intention into action, but in today’s societies, there is a 

psychological conflict between what people want (e.g. fatty, sweet foods) and their desire to be 

healthy and/or slim59. Knowledge about healthy food choices can be a predisposing factor for 

the adoption of a healthy diet but it is insufficient to motivate healthy eating59. This has been 

illustrated in numerous studies despite there being high levels of knowledge about healthy foods 

and activities this knowledge does not generally translate into reports of consistently healthy 

behaviours. This may be a possible reason for the poor compliance observed in weight loss 

intervention trials, in addition to the rising levels of obesity, despite global public health 

prevention strategies. A qualitative study by Hesketh et al60 aimed to elicit child and parent 

views regarding social and environmental barriers to healthy eating, physical activity and child 

obesity prevention programmes. Results from this study showed children and parents were 

generally well informed about the health value of different foods, and children as young as 5-6 

years of age could identify pictures of healthy and unhealthy foods, and were aware of the 

nutrients contributing to their perception of foods being more or less healthy. In addition most 

children easily identified physically active pursuits as healthy and discussed the benefits of 

physical activity including fitness and fat reduction. However despite reporting good awareness 

and understanding about health foods, this did not generally translate into reports of consistently 

healthy behaviours with children exhibiting a preference for less healthy foods, and reporting 

that they regularly ate unhealthy foods, although they did describe home meals as being 

predominately healthy. They also reported frequently spending their unstructured time in 

sedentary pursuits. Parents were aware that their family diet and activity levels were not as 

healthy as they would like, despite their knowledge and awareness of what comprises a healthy 

lifestyle.  The authors reported that lifestyle demands and pressure from their children as a 

result of advertising and child peer pressure were the main barriers. This illustrates the 

importance of the cultural and social context of an individual with regards to their behaviour and 

must also be considered when addressing behaviour modification.  

In addition another determinant of the practice of health behaviour is a sense of self efficacy, 

which is the belief that an individual can practice a particular behaviour, and has been shown to 

affect both change and maintenance of change of a range of health behaviours including 
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healthy eating patterns59, physical activity61 and weight control59, and this would suggest 

improving self efficacy in obese individuals to be important.  

Understanding attitudes and motivation underlying human health behaviour is an essential part 

of understanding obesity aetiology, and is also recognized as playing an important role in 

improving prevention and treatment strategies for obesity. 

 

The healthful lifestyle: does intervention for one health behaviour affect the other? 

Based on various health psychology conceptual models such as the Health Belief model which 

maintains that health habits are a function of perceived vulnerability to a disorder and the belief 

that a particular health measure will be sufficient to overcome this vulnerability62,  it is 

conceivable that an improvement in one health behaviour e.g. physical activity due to 

participation in an exercise intervention programme could lead to a greater sense of self 

efficacy, a belief that other behaviour changes such as improvements in diet are possible, and 

an increase in motivation to adopt behaviour changes. This could potentially impact health 

promotion programmes, as if they target one behaviour, this could produce favourable side 

effects by stimulating  changes in another behaviour without it being specifically targeted in 

health promotion. There is indeed some evidence to suggest that health behaviours may cluster 

together in particular patterns. Johnson et al63 investigated the interrelationships between health 

behaviour in a large sample of university students. They showed that risky behaviours including 

drinking excessively and smoking correlated with each other, while physically active young 

adults had in general more healthful diets, including eating more fruit and vegetables and 

drinking fruit juices. However they reported that consumption of fatty foods was less consistently 

associated with physical activity. In addition Pate et al64 specifically examined the associations 

between physical activity and other behaviours and found low physical activity was associated 

with several other negative health behaviours in teenagers including cigarette smoking, greater 

television watching, and lower fruit and vegetable consumption. A more recent cross sectional 

study supported these results by reporting that sedentary individuals consumed smaller 

amounts of foods and nutrients considered to be more healthful than the more active. For 

nutrients considered to be harmful such as saturated fat and trans fat, the relationship was 

inverse65. This pattern has also been reported in other cross sectional studies which have 

shown that physical activity is correlated with more healthful diet quality however prospective 

studies generally have not confirmed this association66.  A possible reason for this is that cross-

sectional studies only collect data from one point of time and provide no information on temporal 
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changes of health behaviours, while prospective studies examine behaviours over time and 

determine whether two or more behaviours are independent or tend to change one after the 

other.  A recent randomized controlled trial66 investigated whether initiating physical activity 

induces change in other health behaviours in a large sample of sedentary overweight women 

over a 12 month period. The authors reported changes in overall dietary intake between the 

exercise and the control group was not statistically different after 12 month follow up, suggesting 

that initiating an exercise physical activity will not induce substantial changes in other health 

behaviours. However the authors note a limitation of the study being that as subjects were 

asked to report dietary intake, underreporting of dietary intake is likely to have occurred, which 

may have lead to an underestimation of differences between the control and exercise group.  

Patterson et al67 investigated the clustering of four health behaviours;-cigarette smoking, 

physical activity, diet and alcohol in a large population representative sample. They reported 

only 10% of the population had acceptable levels of all four behaviours, while surprisingly 25% 

of sample had a good diet but were the most sedentary of all lifestyle typologies. In a more 

recent study, Reeves & Rafferty68 examined four healthy lifestyle characteristics-including 

healthy weight, regular physical activity, adequate fruit and vegetable consumption, and non 

smoking based on national US data from the Behavioural Risk Factor Surveillance System in 

2000, which consists of annual statewide random household surveys. They found that only 3% 

of US adults followed a combination of these four modifiable health behaviours, identical to 

results from the Nurses’ Health Study69, 70. Therefore as there is a lack of conclusive evidence 

on the existence of healthful behaviour clustering, it would be prudent to address and 

encourage both nutrition and physical activity behaviour modification in obesity treatment 

strategies. 

Behavioural therapy as a treatment for Obesity 

As behavioural change is now recognised as an important component of any response to 

obesity, in recent years behaviour therapy has become a useful adjunct when incorporated into 

treatment for weight loss and weight maintenance across all populations-from children to adults. 

Behavioural therapy comprises of any method to generate change in eating habits or lifestyle, 

including formal cognitive behaviour modification and training in behavioural skills. There have 

been a large number of studies and systematic reviews looking at the effectiveness of a range of 

behavioural interventions for obesity prevention and management in adults and children 

including cognitive-behavioural treatment, problem-solving approaches, family therapy and 

multicomponent behavioural programs which incorporate a variety of behavioural techniques.  
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Cognitive restructuring teaches patients to identify, challenge, and correct the irrational thoughts 

that frequently undermine weight control efforts. The main principle of this treatment approach 

include the modification of current behaviour patterns, new adaptive learning, problem solving 

and a collaborative approach between client and therapist, and is now used as an important part 

of the treatment of obesity in adults. Cognitive techniques are particularly helpful in dealing with 

lapse or setback situations, and an excellent technique for improving motivation in patients if 

weight regain occurs after weight loss71. Group behaviour based lifestyle intervention also 

appears to be useful for encouraging weight maintenance. Ash et al has shown that a group 

behaviour based lifestyle intervention programme was as effective as intensive individualised 

dietetic intervention in terms of weight loss and improvements in self-efficacy among cardiac 

patients. At 1-year follow-up the group intervention delivered improved weight maintenance72. 

Mulivill & Quigley73 analysed reviews which examined diet, physical activity and behavioural 

approaches in the treatment of obesity and reported that there is evidence to support the role of 

behavioural therapy and a combination of behavioural therapy techniques in conjunction with 

other weight loss approaches as being effective for the treatment of adult obesity over a one 

year period. However weight regain seen with the individual behaviour approach suggests that it 

is not sufficient on its own to reduce the incidence of obesity, and that population approaches 

that incorporate more widespread environmental changes must also be included.  

For obesity in children a whole family approach appears to be most effective73. Transformed 

dietary behaviours in the entire family including encouragement of the child and parental 

participation for a more healthful way of life are key factors in child weight loss74. Programmes 

which focused on the parent as being the key in the behaviour change of the child have 

reported promising results.  Systematic reviews which investigated the treatment of obesity in 

children supported the use of multifaceted family based behaviour modification programmes, in 

which the parents take primary responsibility for treatment. The programmes comprised of diet, 

exercise, reducing sedentary behaviour and lifestyle counselling, with training in child 

management, parenting and communication skills73, 75. However potential problems of parental 

involvement have been discussed, one being parents may not identify that their child is obese or 

parents may accept obesity but reject that this is of any consequence76.  It has also been 

reported that behavioural therapy can be more successful if given in more organized 

surroundings, such a specialised school or residential treatment centre using a planned mixture 

of beneficial techniques however this is best set aside for older children who do not mind being 

away from home and can make friends easily with others76. 
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Regardless of the behavioural therapy used, an important practical component of achieving 

behaviour modification is setting realistic goals. Satisfaction with treatment is based on 

comparing what is obtained with what was expected, and hence if expectations are clarified and 

goals are realistic, this improves the chances that individuals achieve their goals, which will in 

turn improve self efficacy and motivation to continue with behavioural changes. Bearing this in 

mind, teamed with the fact that current attempts to reduce obesity levels are failing, it has now 

being suggested that modest weight loss (5%-10% of initial weight), in clinical practice should 

be advocated, with more emphasis placed on encouraging individuals to attain and maintain 

positive health behaviours including regular physical activity and improved diet quality which in 

turn can have positive effects for health.  

Effects of diet and physical activity on biological risk factors for obesity related diseases. 

The World Health Organisation estimated that approximately half a million people in North 

America and Europe died from obesity related chronic diseases in 2002, and this is set to 

increase by one third over the next 20 years if nothing is done77.  As current intervention 

strategies are failing to result in sufficient weight loss to reduce levels of obesity, it is now 

thought that rather than concentrating on weight loss as a sole success endpoint, reduction in 

the risk of obesity related chronic disease should also be an important consideration. Modest 

weight loss has been associated with reduction in total mortality, reduction in total cholesterol, 

obesity related cancers, diabetes related deaths2 and hypertension78.  In addition data from 

longitudinal studies such as The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults Study 

(CARDIA)79,80, the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Cohort81-83. and the FELS Longitudinal 

Study84-86 provide evidence that the prevention of weight gain may be the easiest way to prevent 

the development of undesirable changes in Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) risk factors 

including, increased Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, total cholesterol, triglycerides, 

fasting glucose, and decreased High Density Lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol. Interestingly long-

term data from the CARDIA study indicate that regardless of BMI, individuals that maintain a 

stable BMI minimized the undesirable changes in CVD risk factors that may be associated with 

aging79. 

The role of regular physical activity specifically for the reduction of obesity related diseases 

appears to be very important.   Evidence shows that for all populations–children, adolescents, 

adults and older adults, people with disabilities, and those across all races and ethnic regular 

physical activity reduces the risk of many adverse health outcomes including heart disease, type 
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2 diabetes, breast cancer and osteoporosis42. Indeed benefits of physical activity for the 

reduction of chronic health risks are seen with minimal weight loss of less than 3%.  Donnelly et 

al87 randomized sedentary, moderately obese females to 18 months of either continuous or 

intermittent exercise. After 18 months of exercise, weight loss was approximately 2% in the 

continuous group and approximately 1% in the intermittent group. Despite the minimal weight 

loss, both groups had significant improvements in HDL cholesterol and insulin. In a further 

randomised trial, sedentary, overweight men and women were assigned to either, a control 

group, a high-amount high-intensity exercise group, a low-amount exercise group, low amount 

high-intensity group, or a low-amount moderate-intensity group.  Despite minimal weight of less 

than 2% loss in all groups, there were significant beneficial decreases in triglycerides and 

increases in HDL cholesterol. These results are supported by a recent Cochrane review 

examining clinical trials where exercise as a sole weight loss intervention was investigated. 

They reported that exercise as a sole weight loss intervention resulted in significant reductions 

in some of the biological risk factors for CVD and diabetes including diastolic blood pressure, 

triglycerides and fasting glucose even if no weight is lost39. There is a paucity of studies 

investigating the role of exercise for long term improvement in disease risk however data from 

the Nurse's Health Study examined the association of sedentary behaviour and television 

watching with the risk of obesity and type 2 diabetes during a 6-yr period. They reported regular 

minimal activity was associated with 9% reduction in obesity and a 12% reduction in type 2 

diabetes and each 1 hour per day of brisk walking was associated with a 24 reduction in obesity 

and a 34% reduction in diabetes69. A limitation of this study is that it was observational in nature 

and physical activity was self-reported.  

Some studies have also highlighted benefits of dietary intervention alone for risk reduction of 

chronic disease. A randomised controlled trial investigated whether the combination of diet 

alone or diet combined with aerobic or resistance exercise was associated with greater 

improvements in metabolic risk factors such as fasting insulin, total and LDL cholesterol. They 

found that weight loss occurred across all the treatment groups, which was associated with 

reduction in LDL and total cholesterol, and fasting insulin. However in contrast to previous 

studies discussed above, they reported the addition of both forms of exercise to the energy 

restrictive diet did not enhance the improvement of the metabolic profile88.  In addition Heilbronn 

et al15 showed that C-Reactive Protein, which is a strong inflammatory response protein that has 

a strong independent predictor of cardiovascular mortality was significantly reduced with modest 

energy restriction and weight loss. However the sample sizes in both these trials were quite 
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small, and the trial duration was short, and larger trials with longer duration would need to be 

carried out to provide more conclusive evidence.  

There appears to be growing evidence to suggest that regular physical activity alone, can 

improve many chronic disease risk factors. There is a lack of studies that has investigated the 

time course of these improvements, the permanence of these improvements over time, and if 

there are diminishing returns for the amount of weight lost. Therefore more research is perhaps 

needed to strengthen the already strong evidence supporting the beneficial role of regular 

physical activity. It cannot be forgotten however that the role of weight reduction in risk reduction 

is also acknowledged, and despite lack of evidence supporting the role of dietary therapy alone, 

the combined approach of dietary and lifestyle modification is the most successful method to 

initiate weight loss.  

7. Genetic determinants of Obesity 

Genetic predisposition to obesity is also believed by many to play a very important role in the 

aetiology of obesity12. The genetic contribution to body weight has been established through 

family studies, investigations of parent-offspring relationships, and the study of twins and 

adopted children89. In addition studies in humans have now identified a number of specific 

genes associated with obesity. The recent discovery of the ‘ob’ gene has led to a renewed 

interest in understanding the patho-biological basis of genetic predisposition to obesity. The ‘ob’ 

gene codes a hormone called leptin which is an adipose derived protein hormone and has been 

found to have important effects on regulation of energy intake and energy expenditure18. It is 

believed that its main role is to increase food intake when body weight is low. When fat stores 

are low, levels of leptin fall and hunger and food-seeking behaviour are stimulated. An increase 

in body fat, however, stimulates the secretion of leptin, which circulates in the bloodstream, 

crosses the blood–brain barrier and acts centrally to increase satiety. This in turn reduces the 

overarching drive to eat, leading to a period of negative energy balance, and reduction in the 

secretion of leptin from fat. In this way, the system returns to equilibrium. Any mutation of ‘ob’ 

gene leads to improper coding of leptin, which has been associated with obesity89.  Other genes 

are also now being identified that may contribute to obesity through dietary intake and 

specifically through increases in dietary fat and carbohydrate18,90. 

It has also been suggested that there may be genetic factors involved with energy expenditure 

and the effect of physical activity on weight control, by individuals  being  ‘responders’ and 

‘nonresponders’ to intervention for obesity management 10. Bouchard et al91 examined the effect 
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of exercise on weight loss both within and between pairs of identical twins. Results from this 

study showed that the variance for changes in body weight were 6.8 times greater between 

pairs than within pairs, suggesting the effect of exercise may be influenced by genetic 

differences between individuals. However more research needs to be done to investigate this 

area to provide more concrete evidence.   Indeed evidence with regards physiological 

differences in energy balance control between obese and non obese remains inconclusive. 

Numerous large studies have failed to find evidence to support the belief that obese people 

must have slower metabolic rates, either burning energy more slowly than thin people, or being 

metabolically more efficient89.  In fact, the converse appears true. Energy expenditure while 

resting actually increases with body weight, reflecting the metabolic costs of maintaining a larger 

body size. After adjustment for differences in body size and composition, there is a remarkable 

similarity in energy expenditure between individuals89. Evidence from research also argues 

against any difference in basic physiology between the non obese and the obese. Studies 

conducted in controlled experimental conditions in which lean and obese individuals are over- or 

underfed show similar rates of weight gain or loss89. This evidence suggests that physiological 

differences between people are not the root cause of obesity.  

Although it is now widely acknowledged that obesity has a genetic component, it does not 

appear to be a  simple genetic disorder, rather there is an underlying genetic predisposition to 

obesity on to which environmental factors such as a constant supply of convenient, inexpensive 

and palatable foods, and reduced need for physical labour in jobs, and daily life are layered.  

Indeed the prevalence of obesity increases so rapidly in many populations that the changes 

cannot be attributed to changes in genetic inheritance. Continued research is needed to fully 

comprehend the genetics of mechanisms responsible for energy balance, the gene-environment 

interactions and relate these to why certain susceptible individuals passively over consume 

leading to obesity. This will hence lead to formulating intervention strategies which capitalise on 

these insights. 

 

8. Current Recommendations 

National food based dietary guidelines for healthy eating have been developed in most 

countries across the globe. The guidelines vary according to the specific health, behaviour, food 

availability, culture and economic conditions within a country, but in general stress the 

importance of dietary variety and balance, promote fruit and vegetable consumption, discourage 

excessive salt, fat, sugar and alcohol consumption, and promote physical activity. However 
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specific guidelines for physical activity are not as well established. Indeed Ireland is one of only 

a number of countries including America, Australia and Canada to have published national 

guidelines for physical activity. The current Irish guidelines take into account the benefits of 

physical activity for weight loss and weight control, and also the various other health benefits 

that have been associated with physical activity including lower risk of high blood pressure, type 

2 diabetes42.These guidelines specify recommendations for various population groups including 

children, adults, older adults and also for individuals trying and needing to lose weight. For 

children they recommend 60 minutes accumulative moderate to vigorous exercise every day.  

For adults, they recommend 30 to 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous intensity physical activity 

on 5 days or more. Both endurance and resistance physical activity is also recognised as 

beneficial. These recommendations are similar to American, Australian guidelines and 

Canadian guidelines92-94. However the Irish guidelines are the only to acknowledge that for 

weight loss, more physical activity than the recommended levels for the healthy adults is 

needed.  They recommend at least 60-75 minutes per day for weight loss in adults, dependant 

on the individual’s capabilities, and also amount of weight loss needed. The higher level is 

encouraged to promote weight maintenance, for which physical activity has been shown to play 

an important role. The growing evidence supporting the critical role of physical activity for many 

aspects of health highlights the need for more guidelines to be produced at national and 

international level, and the promotion of these guidelines should be considered as important as 

dietary guidelines by all involved in health and health promotion alike. 

 

 

9.Conclusion 

This review shows the strong interrelationship between physical activity, nutrition and obesity, in 

addition to recognising the important role of other factors involved in obesity aetiology including 

attitudes and behaviours and also genetic factors. There is ever growing evidence from 

epidemiology studies and intervention trials, supporting the role of combined dietary and 

exercise modification to best prevent and treat obesity. It is believed that the combination of the 

two reduces body mass, but by preserving FFM does not lead to subsequent reduction in 

resting energy expenditure thus improving the ability to achieve long term weight loss. However 

the exact mechanism has yet to be confirmed, and there is a need for further research to better 

understand the interactions and synergy between diet and physical activity in obesity. 
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Encouragement and facilitation of behavioural change is also very important, and has promising 

implications for intervention strategies in obesity management. However the ever rising levels of 

obesity both in Ireland and worldwide suggests that current strategies are failing to have a 

sufficient impact,  which could be as they do not offer the range and depth of intervention 

needed. Therefore further research regarding the effectiveness of differing combinations of 

obesity prevention and treatment programmes is required. It must also be noted that 

interventions based on improving nutrition and physical activity can be effective for individuals, 

but shifting the population distribution will also require interventions that target elements of the 

obesogenic environment also, which must be considered with utmost importance in public 

health strategies. In addition more emphasis needs to be placed on building public awareness 

and advocating the importance of physical activity, which is a critical public health issue due not 

only to it being key to weight loss and weight loss maintenance, but also independently for many 

aspects of health. The recent publication of national guidelines for Ireland will greatly facilitate 

the promotion of physical activity, and may indeed lead to the development and implementation 

of more successful obesity prevention and treatment strategies in the future. 
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